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Abstract   

 

Background 

There are substantial ethnic variations in the risk of cardiovascular disease (CVD) related 

hospitalisation and mortality in Scotland. We piloted extracting and linking primary care risk factors 

to Scottish Census and health data, to test the feasibility of further investigating these variations.   

 

Methods 

Data extracted from 10 general practices were linked at individual level to Census and 

hospitalisation/death records. Linkage rates, reasons for non-linkage, and completeness of primary 

care data were examined. CVD risk ratios were calculated, adjusting for age, socio-economic status 

and primary care derived risk factors.  

 

Results 

Practice enrolment and data extraction proved challenging. Primary care records for 52,975 (55.2%) 

people were linked to Census data. Completeness and validity of risk variables were similar across 

ethnic groups. 48,325 (91.2%) of records had a valid smoking status recorded and 2,900 (5·5%) 

people had a primary care record of diabetes. Ethnic-specific adjusted estimates of CVD risk were 

plausible and consistent with previous work.  

 

Conclusions 

Risk factor data extracted from primary care were of good quality and successfully linked to national 

Census records.  Given further methodological refinement, this method illustrates the potential value 

of linkage using national primary care datasets to contribute to public health surveillance and 

research. 

  



   
   
  

 

Background 

Studying inequalities in population health requires accessible, low cost, up-to-date data including 

health outcomes, risk factors and population characteristics. Quantifying and understanding such 

inequality helps identify population health needs and provides information for targeting services and 

research. Reducing health inequalities is a public health priority.1 In relation to ethnic inequalities this 

requires accurate information on disease risks by ethnic group. There is growing evidence of ethnic 

inequalities in health globally2-5 although still a shortage of data from Europe. The main limitations of 

previous research include using country of birth as a proxy for ethnic group – which is increasingly 

inaccurate in current multicultural populations – and lack of individual level socio-economic and risk 

factor data for use in risk estimates in different ethnic groups.6,7 

 

The Scottish Health and Ethnicity Linkage study (SHELS) has linked National Health Service (NHS) 

Scotland hospital discharges and mortality to the 2001 Scottish Census, to explore ethnic variations in 

Scotland for priority health areas, including cardiovascular disease (CVD).6,8-10 Access to Census data 

on social circumstances enabled our analyses to adjust for age and socio-economic status.11 However, 

understanding the role of other risk factors in explaining these ethnic variations is vital. Some 

information, such as smoking, is not routinely available in hospital discharge data but is recorded in 

primary care. Research from the UK using primary care research databases12-14  and internationally,15,16 

has shown the quality and utility of general practice data. There are current initiatives to create 

comprehensive national primary care datasets throughout the UK, and primary care data are therefore 

likely to become more widely available in the future.17 We found no published studies linking primary 

care to national Census data (at individual level), or to other health datasets, to examine the relationship 

between ethnicity and health as the primary analysis.   

 

The aims of this pilot study were: first, to assess the feasibility of accessing, extracting and linking 

primary care data to our existing 2001 Scottish Census and CVD hospitalisation and mortality datasets; 

and second, to examine the quality and completeness of the primary care risk factor data and assess 

the usefulness of these data in risk analysis models, interpreting the results in relation to previously 

shown ethnic variations in CVD and mortality outcomes.6,8-10 We focused on Other White British and 

Pakistani groups, the largest minority populations in Scotland and, as exemplars, we examined the 

potential role of smoking and diabetes, two important risk factors for CVD. 

 

Methods  



   
   
  

The SHELS linkage methods have been published.18,19 We followed a protocol that preserved 

anonymity, maintaining separation of personal identifiers from Census and clinical data. We used 

probabilistic linkage techniques matching names, addresses and dates of birth to link the 2001 Scottish 

Census to the Community Health Index (CHI), a register of patients using NHS Scotland. In 2008, 

CHI and Census numbers were encrypted and personal identifiers removed, leaving a look-up table. 

About 95% (approximately 4.65 million) of people participating in the Census were linked to CHI, 

with 85% or more linked in every ethnic group. 

 

Between May 2011 and June 2012, 17 practices in NHS Lothian and NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde 

Health Boards with above average proportions of ethnic minority populations were approached to 

participate in this project. The research team held telephone discussions with practices and an 

invitation letter, information sheet and practice authorisation form were then sent to those that 

expressed an interest in participating.  Participating practices were offered a payment of £150 to 

contribute towards costs. 

 

 

A trusted third party, Albasoft Ltd, extracted data from practices (Supplementary table 1). The data 

extract included CHI number but no patient or practice identifying details. After CHI numbers were 

replaced with an encrypted CHI, the resulting primary care dataset was linked to the 2001 Census 

records using a key look-up table at National Records Scotland (NRS) (Figure 1), creating a 

retrospective cohort study comprising 52,975 individuals. This was then linked to our pre-existing 

CVD hospitalisation/death datasets. 6,8-10 Encrypted CHI was removed from the data prior to any 

analysis.   

 

 

Ethnicity, demographic and socio-economic factors 

The ethnic group categories were those of the 2001 Census (Box 1) as reported by the head of 

household or individuals.  We minimised aggregation to avoid missing important ethnic differences, 

but where numbers were small we combined Bangladeshis with Other South Asians and the Caribbean, 

African and Black Scottish or Other Black as ‘African origin’.  Age, sex and socio-demographic factors 

were available from Census data.   

 

Smoking and diabetes data 

Smoking status was defined for the linked cohort of 52,975 people using appropriate codes from the 

Read coding system20 (Supplementary table 2)  and the associated date. Status was classified as “ever 



   
   
  

smoker” (at least one current smoker or only an ex-smoker Read code) or “never smoker” (only a never 

smoker Read code) between May 2001 and April 2010. CVD outcome data were only available up to 

2008, so diabetes status was assigned using the last relevant Read code (Supplementary table 3) before 

the CVD event date. For those with no CVD event, the presence of any diabetes Read code during 

2001-08 was used to assign diabetes status. 

 

Statistical analysis 

We calculated age-adjusted lifetime prevalence of diabetes and prevalence rate ratios by ethnicity and 

sex using Poisson regression with robust variance. We identified first CVD hospital admission or death 

over the seven year period from May 2001 to April 2008. First events were defined as those with no 

similar events in the preceding 10 years. Risk ratios (RR) for first CVD events were calculated, by sex, 

adjusting for age and education, and then for smoking and diabetes status. Risk ratios were multiplied 

by 100 (for easier interpretation), so that the White Scottish population, the reference group, had a RR 

of 100. Analysis was restricted to those aged 30 years and over. We used the statistical package SAS 

V.9.3 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, North Carolina, USA). 

 

Ethics, approvals and statistical disclosure 

The work was approved by the Multicentre Research Ethics Committee for Scotland, CHI Advisory 

Group and the Privacy Advisory Committee of NHS National Services Scotland. The ethical and other 

permissions and related issues have been reported in detail 18,19 including an independent assessment 

by an ethicist.21 Practice data custodians gave authorisation for the extraction, transfer and analysis of 

data for the study. All analysis outputs were subject to review by an NRS disclosure committee before 

release to researchers. NRS amended their statistical disclosure protocol during this study to round all 

cell sizes in statistical output to nearest multiple of five. 

 

 

 

Results 

Of the 17 practices approached, 10  agreed to take part in the study. Practice enrolment, information 

provision and obtaining approvals for data extraction was time-consuming and resource intensive.  

 

The process of practice recruitment, data extraction and checking took the research team and Albasoft 

Ltd. approximately 12 months to complete. Five iterations of data extraction and check were required 

before all patients (including deregistered and deceased) and requested data fields were confirmed as 

being present in the database.  



   
   
  

 

The primary care extract contained records for 110,698 people ever registered with the 10 practices up 

to 2011/2012 (Figure 1). 96,050 (86.8%) had an encrypted CHI number and of these 52,975 (55.2%) 

were successfully linked to the Census. Of these, around 8,500 (16.0%) belonged to non-White ethnic 

groups (Supplementary table 4) and 2,875 had an associated CVD event between May 2001 and April 

2008. Investigation of unlinked primary care records showed 12,558 (11.3%) did not have an encrypted 

CHI number in our look-up table created in 2008 (i.e. registered with practices and were added to the 

CHI register after 2008). Of the 41,248 people with an encrypted CHI number, but no matching Census 

record, most (80.8%) were either born or had their first primary care record after the 2001 Census or 

were de-registered from the practice before 2001. Actual practice list sizes for 2001 were not available 

so for comparison purposes we calculated total list size (n=53,408) from 2011-2012 Quality & 

Outcomes Framework (QOF) statistics.22 

 

Completeness of recording of cardiovascular risk factors and diabetes was broadly similar for most 

ethnic groups (Table 1). 89 people classified as having diabetes had a missing associated date in their 

primary care record. The crude prevalence of diabetes in White Scottish populations was 3.9% 

(women) and 5.2% (men). Indian, Pakistani and Other South Asian people had the highest crude rates. 

Figure 2 shows age-adjusted prevalence rate ratios for diabetes. Compared to White Scottish, 

prevalence was substantially higher for Pakistani populations: RR 274 [95%CI 238, 314] for men and 

364 [305, 434] for women.  

 

Within the linked cohort, 91.2% of records had a valid smoking status. Compared to White Scottish, 

most other ethnic groups had a similar level of recording of smoking status (Figure 2). For the CVD 

analysis, 82.5% (n=43,695) had smoking status recorded between 2001 and 2008. 64.7% were 

categorised as ‘never’ smokers and 35.3% as ‘ever’ smokers. Reported smoking was uncommon in 

Pakistani women (6.4%), and lower in Pakistani men (37.9%) compared to White Scottish men 

(50.3%). 

 

There were 1700 (rounded to nearest 5, 53.8% in men) CVD events between 2001-2008 in the cohort 

of White Scottish, Other White British and Pakistani populations aged 30-74 with a valid smoking 

status (n=19,925 to nearest 5). Table 2 shows that age adjusted RRs of first hospitalisation or death for 

CVD were lower for Other White British men and women compared to White Scottish. Adjusting for 

education, smoking and diabetes did not substantially change the risks. Pakistani men and women had 

a higher risk of a first CVD event compared to White Scottish populations. For Pakistani men, 

adjusting for education and diabetes attenuated the risk. The RR for Pakistani women increased after 



   
   
  

adjustment for education and smoking. Adjusting for diabetes attenuated the risk, but it still remained 

higher than in White Scottish women.  

 

Discussion 

Main findings of the study 

This pilot study has demonstrated the processes and challenges involved in extracting a sample of risk 

factor and morbidity data from primary care and linking at individual level to national Census, hospital 

and mortality data. The recruitment of general practices and extraction of data was time consuming. 

However, our 58.8% uptake rate suggests practices engaged with the study objectives and the research 

team. The data extraction process required five iterations before a correct version was obtained. It 

proved technically challenging to understand the variations in coding systems for patient registration 

status among practices, whilst adhering to patient confidentiality protocols. In particular, information 

on deregistered and deceased patients was needed so that patients with retrospective data could be 

followed-up over time. 

 

We judged the 55.2% linkage rate to be reasonable since practice lists included patients registered with 

the practice at any time point, while only those present in Scotland in 2001 could have participated in 

the Census and could be linked. Our final cohort of 52,975 people was comparable to total practice list 

size (n=53,408) from QOF statistics for 2011-2012.  

 

Completeness levels in the primary care data extract were high for risk factors such as smoking status, 

weight and blood pressure. Incentivising recording through the QOF23 is likely to have contributed to 

this. Furthermore, the risk factors we examined were of sufficient quality to interpret, categorise and 

utilise in risk model analysis.  

 

Our pilot analysis using risk factors in models estimating ethnic variations in risk of CVD 

hospitalisation or death gave plausible results for the ethnic groups examined. Pakistani men and 

women had significantly higher age adjusted risks of a first CVD event compared to White Scottish, a 

finding consistent with previous reports in larger and more complete databases.6,8-10 In men, further 

adjustment for education and diabetes attenuated this difference, although CVD risk remained 

elevated. Adjusting for education and smoking increased the already high risk of CVD for Pakistani-

origin women, as expected, given the well described low prevalence of smoking in this group. The 

findings in relation to education were also broadly consistent with previous analyses11 and those in 

relation to adjustment for diabetes and smoking had face validity. Our pilot study, therefore, 



   
   
  

demonstrates both feasibility and potential value of this kind of linkage and supports the case for the 

creation and for the utility of national primary care datasets.  

 

What is already known on this topic 

In Scotland, as in many other countries, routine health service data collected in secondary care do not 

include information on clinical risk factors. However, this information is available from routinely 

recorded and coded electronic data from primary care systems. Within the context of general practice 

research databases in the UK and internationally16  quality, completeness and use of risk factor data 

from primary care has been examined in detail, including for smoking13,24  and diabetes.25 

Completeness of recording in the General Practice Research Database (GPRD) – now the Clinical 

Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) – was similar to our findings24  and our results are also consistent 

with smoking prevalence estimates from the 2003 Scottish Health Survey.26 The crude prevalence of 

3.9-5.2% for diabetes is comparable with that reported by the 2005 Scottish Diabetes Survey (3.4%)27  

and the prevalence of diabetes was 3.7% in a large sample of Scottish practices.25  

The methodologies for, and value of, linking primary care research databases to hospital and other 

disease register data are well documented.  Williams et al summarised the issues in relation to data 

quality, new technology and methodology and models for linkage of disparate data sets.12 With 

developments in informatics, computerisation and improved coding systems within primary care, de 

Lusignan et al suggested that linking primary care data on a large scale is likely to be a viable and 

efficient use of existing resources.16  

Coding of patients’ ethnic group is improving in both UK primary and secondary care records, but is 

still incomplete.  Mathur et al reported a valid ethnic group code for 27% of patients in the 2012 build 

of the CPRD.28  Ethnic coding in primary care records is believed to be similarly incomplete in 

Scotland (in 2010 an estimated 40% of patients had a valid ethnic code recorded in primary care within 

one large Scottish Health Board).29 Therefore the best source of information on individual self-

assigned ethnicity remains the Census.  A New Zealand study  examined consistency of ethnicity 

recording (amongst other variables) between primary and secondary care.15 They reported high 

completeness and good quality recording of ethnic group in hospital data, but only 33% of general 

practice records recorded ethnicity and this was in a non-standardised format.  

What this study adds  

This study is, as far as we are aware, the first example of record linkage between primary care, Census, 

hospital and mortality records. It provides ‘proof of concept’ and valuable experience of such methods 



   
   
  

and potential for further, larger scale research. It offers a method of studying inequalities including in 

ethnicity and health until routinely collected health databases contain good quality, complete, patient 

defined ethnic group, and other relevant characteristics, over a sufficient time period. We have shown 

that smoking and diabetes risk factor data recorded in our non-research general practices were of 

similar quality and completeness as reported from research practice databases.24,25  A strength of our 

approach is the ability, potentially, to analyse by socio-demographic variables in the Census, such as 

sex and ethnic subgroups, and to incorporate major risk factor data from primary care records. 

The current Scottish Primary Care Information Resource (SPIRE) initiative30 in Scotland aims to create 

a national primary care dataset and the experience of this study illustrates the potential for the future 

exploitation of such data using record linkage. 

Limitations of this study 

This study was designed to test the feasibility of, and to pilot, accessing, linking and using risk factor 

information from primary care to strengthen analyses based on Census, mortality and secondary care 

data. We chose to explore published differences in risk of CVD among Scotland’s ethnic minority 

populations.6,8-10 Results in this paper are preliminary and should be treated with caution.  Recruitment 

of only 10 selected general practices generated a sample which cannot be considered fully 

representative of the Scottish population. 

Although we consider the 55.2% linkage rate of primary care to Census data as acceptable, we 

acknowledge the possibility of bias if non-linked Census records were not proportionately distributed 

amongst ethnic groups.   With limited data available for non-linked records we were unable to study 

reasons for non-linkage for almost 19.2% (n=7902) of the primary care sample with an encrypted CHI 

number (Figure 1).  

Time, resource and sample size constraints meant we examined only three ethnic groups for the CVD 

analysis and two clinical risk factors. Other clinical risk factor data from primary care, such as 

cholesterol measures or statin prescriptions, may not have similar levels of completeness and accuracy 

as smoking and diabetes. We cannot say definitively that our methods using CVD as an example would 

apply to other diseases and health conditions, but we think this is likely. 

Conclusions 

This study contributes new evidence on linkage of primary and secondary care and death data, to 

national Census records. Our methods offer the potential to examine disease risk at a national level, by 

sex, and ethnic group (given sufficient numbers), including separately different White populations and 

non-White ethnic groups. Our demonstration focussed on ethnicity but it is potentially valid for many 



   
   
  

other Census variables. Linked national primary care datasets contain valuable information which may 

further our understanding of health inequalities and would be an important resource for public health 

and epidemiological surveillance and research. We hope our work will contribute to on-going efforts 

in primary care record linkage such as those proposed in the SPIRE project in Scotland, and beyond.  
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Box 1 Scotland 2001 Census ethnic groups (self-defined)  

White Scottish 

Other White British 

White Irish 

Other White 

Any mixed background 

Indian 

Pakistani 

Bangladeshi 

Other South Asian 

Caribbean 

African 

Black Scottish or Other Black 

Chinese 

Other ethnic group 



   
   
  

Figure 1 Linkage of primary care to Census data and to cardiovascular hospitalisation/deaths  

 

 

Notes: PC - Primary Care



   
   
  

Table 1. Completeness/availability of primary care risk factor information (%) for people in the 

linked primary care to Census cohort 
 

Ethnic group N Smoking 

information 

Weight BMI Blood 

Pressure 

Cholesterol Diabetesa 

MEN  % % % % % % 

White Scottish 18104 90.2 69.2 53.6 72.6 30.4 5.2 

Other White British 1727 89.5 73.5 53.3 68.4 24.3 3.9 

White Irish 397 87.9 69.3 50.4 79.1 34.3 4.8 

Other White 621 86.3 72.8 50.1 66.2 25.4 2.9 

Indian 627 89.2 75.8 53.8 79.4 45.6 15.0 

Pakistani 3008 86.1 71.7 52.4 78.2 42.2 14.4 

Other South Asian 258 85.3 72.5 51.9 70.5 35.7 10.5 

Chinese 176 86.9 73.3 47.7 72.7 26.1 3.4 

African origin 101 90.1 79.2 52.5 86.1 28.7 * 

        

WOMEN        

White Scottish 21670 91.2 73.5 56.5 84.0 29.2 3.9 

Other White British 2114 90.8 76.2 57.2 79.8 20.6 2.8 

White Irish 500 88.8 73.0 49.0 83.4 31.0 2.4 

Other White 815 91.4 76.4 52.3 76.2 19.4 1.8 

Indian 601 88.0 77.4 51.4 86.5 42.4 8.7 

Pakistani 3006 87.9 75.1 53.1 83.2 40.6 12.3 

Other South Asian 230 87.4 77.0 54.4 81.7 30.4 9.6 

Chinese 198 84.9 76.3 50.0 71.8 21.8 * 

African origin 78 83.3 71.8 54.0 84.3 23.7 * 

 

 a A record of diabetes equates to crude diabetes prevalence rates *Data not released from NRS because of the risk of 

disclosure of personal information. 



        

Figure 2 Prevalence ratios for a record of diabetes and presence of smoking information in primary care dataset, by ethnic group and sex 
   

  



        

Table 2. Age adjusted Poisson rates per 100,000 person years (PY) and relative risks (RR) for first CVD hospitalisation/death between 2001-2008 by sex, for 

three ethnic groups. RRs are adjusted by age, highest education level, smoking status and diabetes with 95% confidence intervals (CI) 
 
 

a rounded to nearest 5 

 

 

Ethnic group 

Any first 

CVD 

eventa 

PYa 

Rate (for 

100,000 

PY) 

 

 

 

 

 Poisson relative risks  (RR and 95%CI) adjusted by: 
 

 

 
  

 
 Age Age and education 

Age, education and 

smoking  

Age, education and 

diabetes 

Age, education 

smoking & diabetes 

MALE          

White Scottish 740 49950 1477.5  100.0  100.0 100.0 100.0  100.0 

Other White British 45 4730 1089.4  73.7 (48.6, 111.8) 84.6 (56.5, 126.5) 86.3 (58.5, 127.3) 83.9 (56.1, 125.5) 85.6 (58.0, 126.4) 

Pakistani 130 6760 2262.8  153.1 (121.7, 192.6) 139.3 (111.3, 174.5) 150.9 (122.7, 185.7) 121.1 (96.4, 152.0) 132.5 (106.6,164.6) 

          
FEMALE          

White Scottish 650 58670 1107.9  100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Other White British 30 4845 731.6  66.0 (42.0, 103.7) 77.3 (49.4, 121.1) 80.5 (52.0, 124.5) 77.6 (49.2 122.3) 80.7 (51.9, 125.5) 

Pakistani 105 6580 2192.5  197.9 (148.8, 263.2) 159.3 (127.3, 199.5) 202.2 (166.4, 245.7) 137.5 (112.4, 168.3) 174.3 (143.8, 211.1) 


